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Opening questions
What does information literacy mean to you?
What do you want students to learn about research in your classes?
How do you work with librarians at your institution?
Institutional context Two-semester sequence of topic-based 
writing seminars: WR100/150
WR 150: Research-based writing
160 sections/year
100+ instructors: Half full-time faculty; 
half adjunct or grad student
10-15 librarians: One assigned to each 
section
Frameworks in conversation
Beyond the “one-shot” model







The more I search, the more I feel like I 
haven’t searched enough. There are so many 
more resources available to me than I 
previously thought, and accessing each other 
produces more and more questions.
Before completing Activity 1 I was not efficiently able to 
research my topic from different lenses or perspectives.
. . I thought I would only be able to collect information 
from one pathway; however, after completing Activity 1 
through 3, I have identified various differing sources 
that I can use to discuss the main idea of my 
topic throughout different periods of time.
I have learned that I need to be patient as well 
as be flexible. I have had to alter my idea and 
topic a few times, and I’m sure that throughout 
the process I will continue to have to do so. I 
am trying to keep an open mind.
Searching as strategic exploration
From Activity 1 through Activity 3, 
I have been amazed by the sheer 
quantity of resources at my 
fingertips. ... I have also learned 
that no source is going to exactly 
fit into my “territory.” If it did, there 
would be no point in me 
occupying this territory! 
Before, I had viewed the research process as more of a system in 
which you try to dig up solely evidence to back up a claim you already 
believe to be true. After this process, I understand that research goes 
further than that to explore the conversations that scholars are having 
surrounding the subjects within an idea. Also, researching emphasizes 
the aspect of the unknown I am not trying to find something to 
support something I already think, but instead I am trying to find 
sources that make me question more about my interests
Research as inquiry
1. Shifts in approaches to information literacy happen when collaboration with 
librarians is sustained (beyond the “one-shot”)
2. Collaborations may be inspired by the ACRL Frameworks but they may take many 
different forms according to the faculty/ librarian vision
3. Build student reflection into information literacy activities at every step.
Frequent. Varied. Reflective.
Putting it all together  
Closing questions
New ideas for working with your  librarians?
New ideas for teaching research?
